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The scope of this thesis is to reveal the hidden dimensions of 
fashion. With the aim to stress the worth of participation and 
the individual experience of fashion. This work is questioning 
what we see, and later what is actually there.  

Through a thorough investigation of the knit technique the 
relationship of loop and thread (pause and activity) is the 
focus	 of	 this	 paper.	 Enhancing	 the	 significant	 qualities	 of	
the knitted technique, where material and shape is born 
simultaneously, the result presented holds a variety of results. 

With the aim to discuss multiple dimensions this knit investi-
gation is presented in a fashion context. 
Styled with technical sportswear this work is challenging 
knitwear -as well as sportswear. By clashing sports connotated 
materials	with	the	knitted	wool,	both	fields	are	expanded	and	
new options and expression are presented.

The motive of this investigation is to further state the worth of fa-
shion. To create a space for the experience of fashion, stating the 
various result that is not depending on the presentation on body. 

This work questions the pre-set truths and conventions of what 
fashion could be, and our ability to judge what is presented 
for us. 



3. Manifest

In this project we meet something new, is it fashion? is it art? It’s not static. 
It is not temporary. 

What it is is for the viewer to find out.
By not defining or limiting the work, pieces can be more than one thing and 

serve more than one purpose. 
One exploration could be to scroll through a feed of pictures, the common way 

to consume fashion collections. 
One way might be to see someone wearing what you saw in the picture, com-

mon line of action.
One might be to just put yourself in relation to the piece, what happens then?

The ultimate question for this work is to stress the statement, it’s got to be more. 
Experience 

This work consist of textile constructions with or without body. It questions 
dimensions of the body and space and it focuses on the experience and the pre-
sence of the maker. With purpose to give clothes / wearable pieces new value 

and able them to be presented without a wearer, as sculpture or installation.
Not one thing is only one thing.

This Design Program studies the dimensions of what fashion could be.
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4.	1	Introduction	to	field

The fundamental knowledge when one approaches this project is to make yourself ques-
tion what you see and later judging what you judge. When we concretise and question if 
what we see is more than we just thought, we also have to circle back and judge our tool for 
judging. This project’s origin lies in the clash of what we see and what is actually there.  
Our experience. A search for a media impossible to resist. This project reveals the 
hidden dimensions, hence pushes what is possible, within the textile dimension of 
knitwear. The knitting technique and the characteristics hold by it is the main force 
for this project. As the 50’s modernism artists this work also aims to find new ways to 
present and to add new value to our art form thus showcasing new dimensions of the 
artefact. When we provide the artefact the ability to stand on its own, not being depen-
dent on a body to function, a new dimension of making occur. 
By analysing what we base our knowledge on, our background and experience together 
with the now, we build our ability to judge what we see.  How does our ability to judge 
and determine what we see get affected by the fact that most of what we consume and 
observe is presented on a flat screen? How can we re-establish the real life experience 
as the highest level of judging, stress the need for tactile experience and participation.
 As kids we all have the urge to put different objects in our mouths, to build our libra-
ry of experience and self-explored glossary of what is hard, what is fuzzy and so on. 
Could this curiosity be once again awakened, -the urge to explore? 
To question what we see is often the subject of fashion collections. Various 
methods have been tried out in the past, such as Trompe l’œil where the illusion 
of depth is created through illustrative prints or figurative patterns. With take-
off in Elsa Schiaparelli’s knitted bow sweater (Fig.1) we have established one cor-
ner in the framework of this work. This two dimensional illusion is important to 
keep in mind when we continue the search for these hidden dimensions. Since this 
work aims to showcase various results in various fields, as does the introduction. 
To present this work we need to broaden our glossary on what dimensionality is. 
Still, we have to ascertain some key-terms to guide ourselves to the core of the work. 
 

   Fig.1 Knitted Trompe l’œil sweater by Elsa Schiaparelli.
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Experience 3d 
Marcel Duchamp, worn out by the art-scene of his time Duchamp challenges every 
organism of what art is and what it could be. He rejected the way art was consumed 
and claimed this single vision to be both neglecting the viewer as well as the maker, 
a search for a greater experience, or just any, arose. By challenging the very notion of 
what art is, his first ’ready mades’ sent shock-waves across the art world. A fondness 
for wordplay and linguistic dimensions created yet another direction in conceptual art 
as well as in advertising. Marcel Duchamp is generally considered to be the father of 
Conceptual Art. Coining the term ’readymade’ he is the key person in modern art and 
his everyday objects are still rebelling and questioning, what is art.  (Fig.2) By only 
changing the context a well known object the object is no longer the same. The wheel 
is now a sculpture, the stool is a podium the audience is furious. Well described by 
Thornquist in Artistic Development in [Fashion] Design, Thornquist (2010, pg.59) 
that from the simple act of distorting an arrangement of a setting one makes space for 
an unknown set of outcomes. Here, the aim to provoke is achieved. 

Presence
Yves Klein, in the Anthropometry series of paintings the artist Yves Klein used human 
paintbrushes, performed by naked female models making body imprints on canvases. 
Directed by Klein himself, the performance took place in front of an audience whilst 
the ‘Monotone Symphony’ was played in the back. A single tone played for twenty 
minutes followed by 20minutes of silence, composed by Klein himself. Klein was in 
charge of every part of the performance, every impression was intended, how the mo-
dels where dancing, crawling and so on. The performance, A Bigger Splash: Painting 
after Performance, was documented and later exhibited together with the paintings at 
the Tate Modern (Fig.3). The nakedness, used to fulfil the intended body imprint effect, 
or to provoke. In dance and performance art it is common to use neutral garments or 
bodysuits to distract the movement of the body little as possible, although it is rare to 
use the completed nakedness. Maybe the nakedness was necessary to build an intima-
cy with the audience, a impression that this was only for them. That their presence if 
the essence of the art presented. 

Fig. 3 Yves Klein
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Textile Construction
Issey Miyake Dai Fujiwara, A-Poc Collection is based on the philosophy that clothing 
made are from “a Piece of Cloth,” a concept which explores not only the relations-
hip between the body and clothing, but also the space that is born between them. Is-
sey Miyake and Dai Fujiwara combined their fields and developed a technique where 
clothes were made in the warp knitting machine. Produced as tubes  and by cutting 
along the seam you have a finished piece. This collection questions the set dimensions 
of the textile, our making as well as the act of getting dressed (Fig. 4). The A-poc col-
lection with all its technical development in the warp knitting machine, its cross disci-
plined development “points towards the value of including designers in research teams 
for technical developments, and demonstrates the fact that an artistic starting point is 
relevant in the development of new technical equipment” (Landahl, 2015, p.18), so-
mething that is often neglected in the field of knitting.

Spatial wearing
Numerous designers over the years have dealt with the concept of spatial wearing, 
nonetheless Hussein Chalayan’s (Fig.7) furniture wear is to be considered an all time 
fashion classic. Due to its wickedness this collection seems to never lose its value. 
Continuing designers as the duo HART+LËSHKINA (Fig.6) made their take on the 
subject when draping themselves into the corner of rooms and spaces/walls. As does 
textile artist Bea Camacho (Fig.5) when her knitting takes over a room and later her 
own body. With the body claiming a space through a certain garment or piece the gar-
ment is later directing the movement of this body. Questioning who is wearing who, 
one could conclude, as Jessica Bugg (2006) argues in her thesis, that all clothes both 
directs and influences body and mind. 

Fig. 4 Issey Miyake Dai Fujiwara

Fig. 5 Bea Camacho

Fig. 6 HART+LESHKINA

Fig. 7 Hussein Chalayan
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4.2 State of the art, Textile Revolutionists  
In this chapter five artists are presented to paint the picture of what kind of sphere this work 
emerged in, and later aims to be paired with. Presenting their unique and inovative approach to 
the textile media we have established a way of seeing and interacting with such works.

Spatial Wearing
Marta Jakubowski, Central Saint Martin alumni, who questions how we wear clothes. 
She made in her MA-collection a modern spin of the A-Poc collection of the Issey Miy-
ake and Dai Fujiwara from 1997.  Jakubowski creates advanced garment constructions 
moving from body to space and in some cases from  body to body. Working with mo-
nochrome soft jersey-looking fabrics the pieces turns out, despite their complexity, ef-
fortless and minimalistic. In relation to this project Jakubowski work has a high value 
of originality in the way it is question the known format of construction and clothes. 
Jakubowski is making space for defenition of clothes, how and what it could be, and by 
so a great contributor to the construction field. As well as the dealing with both concep-
tual and more wearable pieces she finds ways of making complicated looks accessable. 
Pushing the preset structures and notions of how what is a garment, and how it should 
look (Kawamura, 2007). (Fig.8)

Experience 3d 
Nina Noreskär, trained in the traditional oil painting technique Noreskär is tearing down 
our preconceptions on what and how her medium should take form. Deconstructing the 
traditional framework her work involves multiple dimensions and invites the viewer 
to a more tactile and deep experience. . Deep in the sense that experience leaves some 
kind of trace or impact on the viewer. That the experience helped broaden their view on 
what and how an oil-painting ought to look like. Noreskär’s work consist of installations 
or hanging canvases/cloths heavily painted with acrylic and oil paint. As an artist and 
deconstructor she changed the perspective. She can no longer control how the viewer 
would perceive her work. Forced to let go there is more space for the viewer, yet another 
value to Noreskär’s work. (Fig.9) Noreskär is changing the preset conditions of her 
medium and by so opening up for new and unknown impressions and outcomes. 
This strategy and approach to the well known is usefull in all fields. With an intriguing 
and inspiring result her work is invitin and poetic, still complex and dramatic. Simply 
by excluding the frames, the format of the media (painting) is changed. The outcome is 
unknown, unseen. A fundamental difference of the result occurs. As simple as adding 
pause between loops. 
 

Fig. 8

Fig. 8 Marta Jakubowski
Fig. 9 Nina Noreskär
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Textile Construction 
The work of Linda Dekhla, Swedish School of Textiles alumni, focus on the app-
roach of whole-garment-weaving, where finished garments are made in the weave. 
By allowing the textile investigation to be equal the  study on form, or even in greater 
focus, the drive in this work is to ”create fashion through textiles instead of textiles for 
fashion”. Enhancing the earlier overlooked potential in the act of making shape and 
materials simultaneously through weaving. The outcome is consisting of both big pie-
ces fitted on the body, as dresses, to big heavy coat-like pieces in a variety of materials 
and structures. The idea of whole-garment-weaving is fully developed and no stitching 
is needed. Relying on the qualities of the chosen materials the outcome of this textile 
based collection is adding new dimensions to the fashion field. That each form is de-
pendent on the textiles chosen is an important quality of this collection, which gives 
the mind an endless story of outcomes. How a big silhouette would collapse if made in 
a softer material or blend and so on. (Albers, 2000)  
(Fig.10)

Presence
Maison Margiela ’Artisanal’ Spring-Summer 2018. The couture collection consists of 
sporty-parkas jackets melting into silky dresses, laced underwear or copper pleated 
skirts. The models walk down the runway, passing the flashes from photographers 
cameras something happens. Part or pieces of each outfit reflects the flash and multico-
lour oily-rainbow palette occurs. Walking down the catwalk this happen several times, 
depending on the use of flash from the audience. Therefore there is a before and after 
picture, depending on the participation the outcome and impression of the shows could 
vary. This collection could be looked upon as a comment to the way fashion shows 
actually works today, with everyone looking through their phones. In this way head 
designer John Galliano has taken control over the situation and actually make use of 
the already existing technology that is already present. Galliano later explained how 
this also affected the making of the collection, constantly moving back and forth test 
with flashes and different patterns and structures that could build great contrast in both 
stages. (Fig.11) “Freezing the glamour of the accidental, the magical moment,” Galli-
ano described it in Vogue 2018. This collection is dealing with both the presence and 
the experience of the spectator. Putting focus on  the participation through the use of 
everyday-technology, solving the problem of the audience experiencing the collection 
through their screens in anyways. In a humorous and smart way, the Margiela team 
are making a comment on our society by changing themselves rather than making the 
crowd change their ways.

Fig. 10 Linda Dekhla

Fig. 11 Margiela SS187



Fig. 12 Chiharu Shiota

Dealing with all keywords,
Chiharu Shiota, Japanese performance and installation artist. By making enormous 
yarn webs devour complete rooms or settings Shiota is reaching a rigid expression 
of tangibility and poetic force at once. With threads moving from object to wall crea-
ting a body of materials in the distance between. Shiota’s work deals with emotions, 
memories, dreams and our human relationships. In 2015 she was chosen to represent 
Japan at the Venice Biennale and got her big break. Since 2015 she have had extensi-
vely exhibitions around the world, in 2018 her work is shown at the Gothenburg Mu-
seum of Art. Besides installations and performances her work is shown in drawings 
and photo-art, as well as in collaborations with choreographers and composers for 
dancers and operas. The experience of Shiota’s installations is breathtaking. To walk 
around, watch from above and later entering her installations the observer feels small 
and the thin threads becomes the mass, our universe. An experience impossible to 
render, and hence a perfect references for this work.The artefact are in fact able to 
stand on its on, still, the worth of it increases from the presence and participation of 
the audience. 

In conclusion,
Shiota’s work (Fig.12), as well as the work made by Noreskär, have reached a phase 
where the artefact is dependent on the participation of the viewer to reach its highest 
stag. It is from this very experience one could truly appreciate the work presented. 
    Similar to Jakubowski the work discussed in this paper is investigating the rela-
tionship of body and space. With pieces fitted to the body to later be released and con-
tinue into space. Jakubowskis work is in a similar way to this work, conceptual. As 
is the work made by Linda Dehlka. Both designers are highly focused on the chosen 
technique and the are similarly adding new and well needed freshness to their field 
of interest. Through their highly technical focus they are becoming revolutionists. 
     The work of Noreskärs is aiming to change the pre-set format of her media, 
to challenge her art form. Which opens up for new and unknown impressions and 
outcomes. The result is inspiring and her work is interesting to all fields. By simply 
changing the format of the media, free cloths from frames, such a fundamental dif-
ference is reached, by seemingly small means. As simple as adding pause between 
loops. Through this approach the knitted technique as well the inherent perception on 
what and how knitting is, and what it should look like is changed.
     This work aims to achieve a result that owns multiple dimensions and opportuni-
ties for presentation, still with main focus in the actual experience for the work. By 
stating this we have identified a gap in the field.
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Not one thing is only one thing.

The motive for this work is to increase the value of fashion. 
By shedding light on the hidden dimensions of fashion re-
vealing all dimensions. Through the knitted technique this 
work iams to increase the value and experience of fashion.
    
To reach a result where the value of fashion is greater we 
have to stress the relevance of the experience of fashion 
and make space for the artefact / garments to stand on 
their own. Presented with or without a body. Showcasing 
multiple dimensions and results. This work aims to claim 
a space for fashion where the wearer is not directing the 
one and only result. The motive of this work is to condu-
ct a collection of examples where multiple dimensions are 
discussed. 

“Garments first have meaning when interacted with a bo-
dy”(Broby-Johansen 1958 p.5).
 
This work move in contradiction to the above mentioned 
philosophy. That garments are unable and totally dependent 
on the body is a widely spread ’truth’ in the field of fashion. 
Originated on the fact that fabric is a two dimensional piece 
of cloth becoming three dimensional first when laid upon 
a form, body. Based on this truth on dimensions and the 
qualities of textile fashion designer Yohji Yamamoto have 
explained the importance of this relationship between body 
and fabric saying that his clothes are made half by him and 
half by the wearer (Fukai 2010). Relating to the variation 
of expression depending on the form and spirit of the wea-
rer, factors that the designer cannot control or choose.
    Of course it is not uncommon to exhibit fashion or 
couture, although the presentations are rarely presenting 
something that differs hugely from what was shown on 
the catwalk, except the possibility to appreciate the crafts-
manship close-up.
In this work the aim is to argue the value of garments on 
and off body. By working with multiple dimensions this 
moves in contradiction to what Yamamoto says, to give 
clothes function and value without a wearer.

The secondary aim for this work is to question our tool for 
judging, the act of seeing. Eyes scrolling through a feed of 
pictures, judging what we see, determine what we like and 
not. This work aims to trigger the strive for experience. It is 
significant for us to look at things in real life and build our 
own experience. To get first hand information on structures 
and silhouettes inviting a wider audience to explore their 
tactile world and by so relationship to art. Argued in the 
anthology Design and Emotion (p.262 ) our ability to build 
relationships and trust his highly connected to the tactile 
experience of interaction. It is through putting experien-
ces into words we expand our experience. To appreciate 
fashion as art form.  

In the process of knitting, material and form are born si-
multaneously keeping the maker present at all time during 
the process and by so expressing a kind of presence and 
nerv in the result. A symboitic making process that able 
each maker to customize the outcome, similar to  the ma-
nér in drawing. This is what makes the knitting technique 
unique in the field of fashion, therefore the pure drive for a 
study as this one to emerge. 
     
The aim is not to exclude the wearer or the function and 
fit. Nonetheless, this work aims to give the garment and 
artefact value when it is not worn by a body. It is aiming to 
make room for other kinds of participation and experiences 
within the field of fashion, a justification for the artefact to 
stand alone and to be consumed in it entirety. 
     
This work aims to convince the audience that collections 
such as this one is significant and not only within the fa-
shion field. That not one thing is only one thing. 

The motive is also, from a design students perspective, de-
sign a possible future.

5. Motive

“Garments first have meaning when 
interacted with a body”

   
(Broby-Johansen 1958 p.5)
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This Design Program is based on the projects made 
throughout my master studies in Fashon Deisgn. The 
program consists of four projects all based on the same 
theme, dimensions. What it means for the maker, for 
fashion and how it could be used to reach new expres-
sions and approaches to fashion. 
       The aim for this program is to function as a guide 
for decision making or evan to be a speaking partner 
to discuss different scenarios with. The works of this 
program shows a variety on approaches to the subject 
in question. Still, all the experiments builds on one and 
the other. In the process of working Design Program 
plays an important role in order to provide direction 
(Redström, 2017) and later confidence for the maker. 
Also argued by B.Westerlund in his ‘Design space 
conceptual tool – grasping the design process’ (2005), 
were he argues that design spaces (or programs) has 
function as ’something’ for the maker to aim her/his 
attention at during the design process. The purpose of 
this work is to present a fashion based collection of 
experiences for the viewer.

To make you question what you see.
To fool you. 

An attempt to stress the three dimensionality of fa-
shion and clothes. The so easily overlooked sculptu-
ral qualities in the textile technique is now put into 
the spotlight. Providing a space for a result where the 
pieces are not presented on a body or mannequin. Just 
simply worn by a space. Another dimension. 
        By revealing the hidden dimensions in wear this 
work aims to present pieces that could move from spa-
tial presentation to body and back. 
      Through the knitting technique the material and 
form is born simultaneously and by so the maker is at 
all time present in the process. 

By simply elaborating with the placement of loops,
adding distance in between or knitting a surface con-
nected to another object or structure the outcome is 
unknown and becomes a never ending source of ex-
pressions and results. Various dimensions are questio-
ned through this approach and one can steere them-
selves in any direction and still find new material and 
relationships to study whitin this design program. 
     Fashion as subject and product is something that 
involves everybody, all people no matter how far away 
from catwalks you are. You are still a part of the fa-
shion system, if you are dressed. In the same way fa-
shion makers deals with far more complex questions 
than hemlines and top stitches. 
      This program consist of textile constructions with 
or without body, it questions the dimensions of the 
body and space. Based on the textile technique this 
work is discussing architecture, societal questions and 
conventions. The relation of body and space with fo-
cus on the presence of the maker, as well as the viewer. 
     Within this design program we open up for the unk-
nown by testing the idea through various techniques, 
all from a thorough investigation of the knitted techni-
que and its potential to develop depth and body-based 
performative experiments. The idea for the program 
is to offer the structure of a research frame, that will 
enable the practice-led research (Mäkelä, 2007).
A variety of results will be presented. By placing them 
in each corner of the design program they are able to 
co-exist, despite their differences at first glance.
A succussesful research program function as a evelas-
ting genreator for new products and problems in the 
long run (Koskinen 2012). 
    The process of making the works of the program 
was at all time aiming to stay true to concept, without 
taking early decisions to serve another goal. This app-
roach lead to five projects that each deals with the sub-
ject, still in totally different ways. Chosen to state the 
value of similarity in differences, and dimensions.

Aim,
To explore the relation 
between body and space 
through the dimensional 
possibilities of knit.

6. 7. Design Program 
-Deep Impression 
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First Project, Knitted Space

What is knitting?

Pause   -      the space between loops, 
         long or short. 

Activity  -     where thread meet thread.

Elasticity -     ability to go back, the sign-  
         ificant quality of loop.

experiment on activity and pause in knittingFig. 13 Knitted Space 

This project focused on the possibilities of 
what knitting could be. Defineing the key qu-
alities and elements this was the starting point 
to explore the hidden dimensions and potenti-
als of the technique. 
By connecting a number of silvereed hand-
knitting machines a knitted space accoured. 
Guiding the thread from machine to machine 
a knitted three dimensional web was created. 
When later also involing the hand yet another 
space was constructed within the exsisiting 
space. This is a new way of dealing with three 
dimensional knit, knit is no longer texture or 
structures it is deep and massive.
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Fig. 14 Knitted Space Processs 
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Fig. 15 Knitted Space Processs 
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Second Project, Pause as Mass 

Models on Activity / Pause
With the aim to abstract and expand the mind on what Activity and 
Pause might be, models were made to investigate the possibilities 
of the meeting of threads. Wall panels was used to create a greater 
distance between the ’active’ and paused space (Fig. 15). In Figure 
14 and 16 the paused threads are dominating the active parts which 
opens up for new ways of thinking. That the active space does not 
have to be dominant, and what might happen if we invert the order.

The idea of this collection of architectural miniatures was to create 
new orders and ways of dealing with the knitted technique through 
a spatial investigation. Working in both small and big scale at once 
the mind run free and the idea of the body came second handed. 
This abstraction was a great tool for realizing and questioning why 
things always look a certain way, how to change the format. To 
present the pause as the dominating mass was an valuable outcome 
from this study, it brought insights on how the tanglable thread in 
its paused or un-knitted phase could be also the dominating mass 
depending on placement and compostion with the knitted areas. 

Fig. 18 Thread Model

Fig. 16 Thread Model Fig. 17 Thread Model

Fig. 19 Thread Model
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Third Project, Unweaving / Revealing

Aim; to find a new approach to deconstruction and material manipula-
tion by exploring the phenomenon of ’Activity/Pause’.

In this project yet another approach to Activity and Pause was investi-
gated. By extracting one material and dissolving the weave the quali-
ties of the material is changed in total. Selected areas where kept in its 
original form articulating the garment reference and present the tartan 
pattern in its original form. 
   The use of the tartan is to be considered as a important tool in terms 
of communicating what have been done. 
  The unweaving process is revealing the already existing qualities 
within the material. This way of dealing with structure manipulation 
and fabric deconstruction turned out to possess a variety of expressions 
and outcome in terms of create form and dealing with the body. 

Fig. 20 Process Picture Fig. 21 Process Picture 

Fig. 22-30 Result of Unweaving
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Fourth Project, Elastic Space

Continuing to search for a three dimensional expression, the idea of sepa-
rating an outfit into different layers occured. 
By creating a space of four walls each wall holds one part of the ’garment’ 
representing one each side of the body. Connected by elastic threads the 
space has the ability to claim the body when it is present. To get dressed 
the wearer steps into the space of connecting threads and by releasing the 
space from the walls the elastic thread pulls together and enfolds the body. 
Through this way of working you have a variety of results. Installation 
with or without body, the performative act of getting dressed and later the 
actual piece of wear created. 

Fig. 34 Elastic Space

Fig. 31-33 Dressed in space. 
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The theory of relativity 
Our universe lives in a space-time of four dimensions. The th-
ree dimensions of a set room + the dimension of time consti-
tutes the scene for all materia and all actions in this universe. 
Time and space is not to be looked upon as independent from 
each other, rather than existing in symbios. (Einstein,1915)

In the field of mathematics and physics a room or an object 
is most often defined by the minimum number of coordina-
tes which are required to specify each point of the object. 
However, theory describes the dimensions of a quantity to be 
the dimension of the value that fixate the size of the quantity. 
 

Merriam Webster definition if dimension, 
my dimensions are as well compact, my mind as generous, and 
my shape as true …
— Shakespeare

mathematics : any of the fundamental units (as of mass, length, 
or time) on which a derived unit is based
also : the power of such a unit
 
a level of existence or consciousness
… a secular as well as spiritual dimension …
— Catherine Bates
 
The insight of dimensions has been a source of inspiration and 
logic to this work. It is its wholesomeness and abstract percep-
tion that attracted the maker. Thinking of, acting in relation to, 
aiming towards expanding the known.  

Definition of Dimensions:
 Universal    Personal
 0  The single point   Dot
 1  Curve or number    Line 
 2  Complex number                  Surface
 3  Y X Z    Knots
 4  Spacetime   Movement

To describe dimensions it is common to map the existing com-
ponents by placing them in a graph. Or as mathematics would 
explain it graphs are two dimensional sculptures of a situation 
or form. As the graph for this work initiates it is through this 
understanding spacetime can exist.  

Time 
a temporal and elastic dimension and for this reason often re-
ferred to as the fourth dimension. A tool for measuring phy-
sical change, or absence of change. Time is perceived diffe-
rently from the other three spatial dimensions, since it is not 
describing an actual space rather than a speculative space. We 
cannot move freely in time, per say, still it is elastic in how it 
is interpreted.  

Tartan
One way of explaining the emergence, evidence, theory and 
background for this design research is to explain the input 
from dimension and maped out movements through graphs. 
By naming and colouring every direction in a set dimension 
a coloured graph illustrates the situation being. One signi-
ficant observation from this was the visual similarity of the 
map/graph and the woven tartan pattern. With Y existing as the 
warp and X as the weft the graph become the motif. Inviting 
the third dimension, Z, we are creating an understanding of the 
design space. 
Y=Red X=Black Z=White is the physical sculptured graph 
moving in all dimensions, Fig. XX. 
Generally the use of recognisable patterns or colours is consi-
dered to be a useful tool for works evolving around a range of 
aspects, such as this work. The Pattern or colour could then be 
seen as a constant that is needed for the audience to understand 
and take in what they are actually looking at, or standing in 
front of. Presenting a new perspective on the ’well known’ you 
instantly attract attention from the audience (Loscheck, 2009) 
and invite them to react to what is next.
For a work as defiant as this one the recognition of the tartan 
should be seen as vital. 

Pattern and Motifs
As the graph describe the series of events, or relation of ele-
ments does the flower motive underline that graphic elements 
in this collection could exist in anything and not only geome-
trical shapes. As time and space, the dimensions of this work is 
not square. Relating to how the studies on colours interacting 
of Josef Albers (1963) also patterns could be used as primal 
and complement. Using a floral element to complement and 
support the primal motif, in this collection the Tartan, in the 
same way one may use the colour green to underline the domi-
nance of the colour red in a collection of work. 

z

y

x

8.1 Theory behind the Design

 Fig. 35 Graph illustration three dimensions.
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8.2 Method

Dimensions 
The method used in this investigation has derived from 
the earlier projects presented in the Design Program. 
The method evolves around dimensions, and the fact 
that ‘not one thing is only one thing’ = Dimensions
F.x. the data inherent by a pair of jeans.   
A pair of jeans could be a symbol for a certain time pe-
riod, a political movement or the wearers musical prefe-
rences. They could also be seen as a map of movement, 
with the imprint of body presence in a worn out pair. A 
journal made by the body. 
     
With the insight that a pair of jeans could be a journal 
this work is aiming to challenge the accepted truths as a 
method for this work. That a pair of jeans, as all clothing 
is depending on the wearer in its existence. 
   
The method of making aims to reveal the hidden dimen-
sion as well as to shed light on the neglected ones. With 
the aim towards a multifaceted result, a result worth of 
analyse from a range of disciplines. Moving between 
dimensions the phenomenon of activity and pause was 
evident and later became an actual tool for creating. 
To impose this search of dimensions and to apply such 
structure to the work of John Christopher Jones (1979)  
’The outline of a paper’ has been a useful tool. In this 
paper Jones describes the act of preparing and writing of 
paper, by placing quotes or important sentences onto the 
paper in an initial stage. To later fill the gaps of empty 
spaces with the explanatory text. In this way one could 
say that the text becomes three dimensional. The writer 
is at all time present and in charge, although s/he has to 
follow the imposed structure. 
     It is the relationship for these expressions in this work, 
in relation to each step in this specific order that steers 
the end result.
    The focus on dimensions may be uncommon in the 

field of fashion design, nevertheless, a useful drive for the 
maker to challenge the way we are designing. As argued 
by John Christopher Jones ”No big change is possible till 
we change ourself and our ideas” (1992,p.?). The main 
focus of this work was to invite the possibilities for the 
unknown result. To do this the method of making needed 
a new set of insights. 

Practice as Research 
Similar to Mäkelä, Barrett and Bolt all (2010) agrees 
on the importance of ’Knowing through making’ in an 
artistic based research program. In all, the concept of 
knowing through making revolves around the insight 
that all actions must be correspondent with one and the 
other. That planning, making, arguing and acting are in-
tertwined (Binder, Koskinen, Redström, Wensveen, Zim-
merman, 2011).
Practice-led research could be rendered as a problem fo-
cused approach to the field of research, although it is the 
product and experience of such research that embodies a 
result, that is worth extracting knowledge from (Scrive-
ner and Chapman, 2004).  

The myth of the silhouette 
In The myth of the silhouette (2015) Karin Landahl doctor 
at the Swedish School of Textiles states that knitting is 
designing from a different perspective, meaning that it 
is significant to create in the way the knitting technique 
calls for. That the technique of knitting opens up for un-
explored and unknown outcomes, knowledge founded 
on the complexity of the making process. 
The process of knitting is somewhat unique in the sense 
that form and material is created simultaneously, in one 
movement. With no preparation or construction actually 
needed to be made in advance, shape will emerge from 
the very interaction of the material and the maker. 

Still, this sensibility of the technique is not reflected in 
the outcome of knitted collections shown in the field of 
fashion. Which often relies on the commercial idea of a 
sweater or jumper.
     
On the other hand, the field of knitting has a highly de-
veloped manufacturing process. From the perspective of 
increasing profit and lower waste, digital machines and 
software programs were developed and a range of machi-
ne models are now able to knit finished garments. With 
no, or less stitching needed. Since, the invention and di-
gitalisation of the knitting technique did not emerge from 
the artistic design perspective, the software is based on 
the ‘idea of a sweater’  -and thereof quite limiting for the 
designer. As mentioned in the Landahls doctoral thesis, 
the very idea of a sweater is very much limiting the act 
of making. Since the act of defining is already from the 
start conducting the outcome of the result, which moves 
in contradiction to the artistic possibilities posed by the 
technique. 

To enable the technique to function as an artistic tool it is 
the relationship between material and maker that needs 
to be in absolute focus. To create from a perspective whe-
re the result is not decided from the start is crucial. It is 
first when this process is allowed that we can evaluate 
and analyse the true potential of the knit technique. This 
study is aiming towards “a dynamic process of learning 
and understanding through material experience”(Gray & 
Burnett, 2009).
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8.3 Method Applied

During the process of making there are th-
ree phases, 
1. DIVERGENCE
2. TRANSFORMATION
3. CONVERGENCE

These different phases illustrates the pro-
cess of making. Existing in symbiosis with 
each other the are codependent. If you 
move on from phase 2 to 3 and discover 
a problem you might find the actual pro-
blem in the initial phase, 1, and you have 
to circle back and revisit the first phase.  

1. DIVERGENCE
Initial stage of the design process, where 
focus ought to be on getting started and 
broadly test the question asked and your 
starting point. A research stage, a search 
for limitations and unknown parameters of 
the work. This is a time for speedy examp-
les and non-judging eyes, still evaluating 
what is working and not. This is when the 
mind expands, no boundaries or limita-
tions. First try-outs and material sketches, 
interaction with materials from the set per-
spective. In high speed attempting to find 
new and unexpected outcomes of the ques-
tion asked. A time with no prestige. Simi-
lar to brainstorming. 

2. TRANSFORMATION
Evaluation of the first wide range of expe-
riments and highlighting what is working 

and not according to the premisses of the 
work. Analysing the limitations caused 
by the question asked, the starting point. 
Debating all aspects of discovered re-
lations, transforming the problems and 
examples into physical material tests or 
activities. Arguing for the development 
made, from the base of the ideas origin. 
When first visited this part of the process is 
present at all time, this is where to decide 
where you want to end up. Therefore, the 
maker will re-visit, re-judge and re-vise a 
number of times until the end of the work.  

3. CONVERGENCE
This is where you start to know your work, 
identify the motive and drive of the work. 
The variety of outcomes subsides and the-
re is only few options left, logical enough 
to be considered (Jones, 1992, p.68). The 
deepened understanding of the work calls 
for the examples to develop further to 
narrate the core of the work. The context 
of the work is now stated, and one might 
need to revisit the 2. Transformation phase 
to redefine yet again (Jones, 1992).

19  Fig. 36 Early Process picture of activity and pause.



Ideas takes form in sketching, plans, prototypes,
programming

Evaluate, on body in movement in space

Play time. 
Find new meanings.
Evaluate. 

Evaluate, the potential of 
the idea through the tech-
nique. Limits of the machine 
fx. 

Evaluate, Line up.
In relation to each other. 

Make, Knit, Gather

Build Coherence

Final -or circle back

Pattern and Palette

DIVERGENCE

TRANSFORMATION

CONVERGENCE
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 Fig. 37 Illustration of Applied Method
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 Fig. 38 Translated theory. Knitted dimensional piece.

9.1 DESIGN RATIONAL 



3D KNIT
To	fill	the	gap	between	objects	with	threads.	This		
illustrates the idea of activity and pause. with 
threads acting as pause and knitted areas acting 
as active spaces. This way to knit involves mul-
tiple dimensions and perspectives. On and off the 
body. 

The idea emerged from John Chris Jones (1972), 
outline of a paper and symbolized the interac-
tion and validation of the theoretical perspecti-
ve to the design process. Here the initial placed 
sentences (knitted areas) are connected to each 
other	by	the	later	written	(floated)	descriptions	
or stream of words. 
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9.1 DESIGN RATIONAL 

Fig. 39 Examlpes of pieces carried out through 3d knit approach.



experiment on activity and pause in knitting

4D KNIT
A space within a space.
Depending on each other objects interact.

When knitting material and form are born simul-
taneously, so in order to make knit 4d we need 
to provide the thread the ability to move in 
multiple dimensions from the very origin of its 
being. 

By mapping out different activities and placing 
the loop where the activity is the knitted are-
as becomes dependent yet, free to move between 
dimensions. With the ability to rely on the 
paused,	floated	areas.	

This is what makes it 4d, the ability to rely on 
the existing frame of 3d to later move between 
the dimensions. 
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Fig. 40 Examlpes of pieces carried out through 4d knit approach.



2D KNIT
Defined	by	Activity

2d knit, surface and structure. Through a tra-
ditional approach knitting was put under the 
loupe. How can one expand the impression of 
knitted surfaces? How can the activity be used 
to	define	the	questions	asked?

By Looking into the fully-fashion program-
ming it was evident that digitally programmed 
knitwear is very much restricted. It is con-
trolled by a narrow frame of what and how a 
sweater should look like. 

From this perspective the activity of knit was 
used	to	define	this	very	activity.	By	placing	
loops	 or	 floats	 in	 decided	 places	 one	 could	
tell the viewer what kind of garment the piece 
refers to or hint details of a tartan pattern 
as seen in one of the examples.
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Fig. 41 Examlpes of pieces carried out through 2d knit approach.



MAKING 2D INTO 3D

The technique of intarsia is what we commonly 
see in knitted garments with placed motifs, 
with the inside of the garment looking similar 
to the outside. 

From this starting point the technique of mo-
tif-knits and the ’visiting’ thread was deve-
loped. First tryouts was on playing with the 
idea of separating the motif and the knitted 
base-area. This made the 2d pattern 3d, as 
seen	on	the	left	where	the	flower	is	falling	
out of the knitted surface. Later this idea 
was developed further to also work on the di-
gital knitting machine. 

When abstracted further the idea of Making 2d 
into 3d involved new kinds of questions, such 
as what happens when worn? And how to keep the  
dimensionality on body. 
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Fig. 42 Examlpes of pieces carried out through ’2d into 3d’ knit approach.



BODY KNIT

The idea of material and form being born 
simultaneously made space for an performative 
design approach. 

In different ways the body was used to create, 
from the idea of knitting. 
To knit with or on the body was an interesting 
process and the result brought important tac-
tile experiences into the project. 

In the red example (left) the body was dressed 
first	in	one	loop,	and	later	in	two,	which	was	
an interesting result of this process. However  
the	 findings	 of	 this	 process	 was	 strong	 they	
tend to become quite rough in their output. 

This approach provided the study of this work 
with knowledge and information on the body in 
relation to the knitted material. Still the 
technique	in	itself	is	not	presented	in	the	fi-
nal work.
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Fig. 43 Examlpes of pieces carried out through body knit approach.



THE DESIGN OF FLOAT
What difference does thread make?

In order to develop the paused areas 
a thread investigation was made. 
By choosing a thick and papery thread 
the	 floated/paused	 areas	 invited	 the	
idea of pause as mass. 
In contrast to the thin black yarn 
where	the	floats	becomes	fluid	and	dra-
py depending on the softness of the 
thread material. Still, the limita-
tion of the knitting machine sets the 
boundaries on what is possible. For 
the bulky yarn to function it needs 
to be placed between the beds. A tech-
nique studied in the fall out dress.
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Fig. 44-62 Study on threads.
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Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

9.2 DEVELOPMENT 

3D Knit is a method where threads 
are	 used	 as	 filling	 matera	 in	 the	
gaps between objects/activity/knit-
ted spaces. 
With the threads illustrating the 
lack of activity / pause. 

In this example the pause and acti-
vity is studied from the perspective 
that the pause could be the dominant 
mass. What would a sweater in pause  
look like? 

3D KNIT

03

LINNEN WOOL 

2/2 RIBB 

SILVER REED / 7GAUGE

MANUALLY

Early process picture on this idea, whe-
re the body is connected to both ceiling 
and	wall	by	the	threads	filling	the	gap	in	
between. 28

Fig. 63 Garment Shower made earlier in the design program.

Fig. 64 Process picture of paused sweater.



Fig.	65-68	Documentation	from	fitting	on	the	
Paused Sweater styled with swimsuit. 
Later to be altered to a short-legged di-
vers suit in 2mm scuba material.  

Fig.70
When the ceiling is excluded new construction pos-
sibilites	ouccred.	To	make	vertical	floats	the	piece	
need	to	be	produced	horizontal	and	then	fliped	180°	
on the body. In the neckline rib, a fold is placed 
and the construction folds down into a raglan arm 
construction.
Fig.71 
Due	to	the	vertical	floats	the	rib	are	constructed	
in a links-links manner. Moving the loops back and 
front on the needle bed. 29

Fig. 65-68,
By placing the details of a knitted 
sweater	 and	 filling	 the	 gaps	 with	
paused threads connecting the cuffs 
and neckline we have a suggestion 
of how a paused sweater would look 
like. In this version the threads 
are hanging from a ceiling/hat. This 
is to be developed, also the size of 
cuffs and neckline could be altered 
to avoid clerical collar refenses 
that emerged in this example. See 
marking on Fig.65

Knitted in a blend of wool and linen 
this shower look was created on the 
Silver Reed machines in 7 gauge. 
The mix of materials was chosen to 
create	a	flow	of	threads	avoiding	to	
much tangle to happen. 

Fig. 69
In order to develop this idea it 
might be needed to exclude the ce-
iling, and have the stream of pause 
only existing between the ribs. Ex-
ceeding the garment recognision by  
creating a sweater silhoutte. 

Fig. 69 Sweater drawing.

Fig. 70 Sweater construction drawing.

Fig.65 Shower piece.

Fig.67 Shower piece.

Fig.66 Shower piece.

Fig.68 Shower piece.

Fig. 71 Knitted piece out of the machine, with orange waster material. 



Fig. 74-75
Sewn togeter in center front and back the 
sweater	is	finished.	To help the shape of 
the rib to not expand and loose form an 
elastic thread is placed in all ribs. 

Floats, When the mercerized cotton is 
steamed it becomes some what addhersive 
and	the	floats	now	looks	tangled.	 

When looking at the collection (see 
line up development) it is clear that 
this	piece	fills	the	rhole	as	applied	or	
most garment like example. During the 
final	part	of	the	process	the	question	
about the need for this was brought 
up for discussion. Concluding that the 
collection	would	rather	benefit	from	a	
further versitale expressions in tex-
ture and colour rather than garment 
recognision. 

Fig. 76
Therefore, this sweater piece was de-
veloped and enlongedated. To create 
a full look presenting the idea and 
construction clearly. This also gave 
some space to develop the material, 
including	lycra	and	monofilament	in	the	
composition. Lycra aiding the ribs to 
keep	its	forma	and	monofilament	calming	
the	floats	from	tangeling.	

Fig.72-73
Prototype of knitted sweater testing the 
folded arm construction. 
Neckline rib is constructed 3:3 with a 
fold where the negative shape is knitted. 
This creates a pussle function and the 
neckline rib is fall perfectly togheter 
when folded. 

Fig.77-79 Full length piece with white body stocking.

Fig. 80-82 Full length piece with black body stocking.

Fig. 83-85 Final selection. This monochrome look will add pause and change of 
focus /mass in the line up.
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3D KNIT

02

WOOL NM/20 6-THREADS

4COLOUR JACQUARD BIRDSEYE BACKSIDE

CSM 822 HP 7gauge

STOLL M1 PLUS SOFTWARE

The	 original	 idea	 was	 to	 fill	 the	 gap	
between body and space with the material 
of clothes, threads and fabric. Draping 
fabric between body and space. 

Later mapping out the body on a piece of 
fabric and then exctracting the areas of 
pause between body and space. This idea 
also relates to the recognision of arche-
types  and process of cutting garments. 

The	first	verison	of	this	idea	was	carried	
out in a woven tartan, by extracting the 
threads	floated/paused	areas	occours.

How would this idea be carried out in knit? 
By playing with the distance in between 
loops	we	create	paused	areas,	floats.	Thea	
floated	areas	are	placed	in	a	smiliar	way	
as to the woven prototype. Creating a con-
trast in texture and drape. On the right is 
protoype knitted in acrylic yarn. 

3D KNIT / TROUSERS
Filling the gap between objects/activity/knitted areas with threads, now pause is illustrated. 
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Fig.86 Previous work in woven material. Fig.88 Process picture of woven piece.Fig.87 Previous work in woven material.



Fig.89 displays the digital programing of the 4 colour jacquard 
trousers. The knitted areas where the loops are place traditionally 
after each other the tartan pattern is showing, and where the loops 
are	placed	with	greater	distance	floats	are	replacing	the	pattern.	In	
the	floated	areas	the	active	knitting	loops	are	placed	on	the	back	
needle bed creating a line or stripe shown on the inside of the pie-
ce. Final material Wool, Nm 20 six threads. 
2 red, 2 black, 1 white, 1 yellow. 
With	this	technique	the	waist	and	foot	hemlines	are	finished	directly	
when produced, the only additional sewing required is the attachment 
of the elastic belt. 

Notebook sketches are function as tool for communica-
tion. To make sure the designer and technicians are ai-
ming towards the same end-result sketched and notes such 
as Fig.90 are crucial. If the idea is illustrated on a 
piece of paper you limit the risk of misunderstanding. 

First version of each idea is produced in ’scrap’ material, 
acrylic. The Acrylic is easy for the machine and  this saves 
both material and time, since you can focus on perfecting the 
programming before you produce pieces in expensive materials.32

PROGRAMMING OF TROUSERS

Fig. 89 Screenshot of trousers programming.

Fig. 90 Notebook sketch witch measurements and notes. 

Fig. 91-93 Test fitted on body.  



Front, here a version of a ’drapy’ pair of trousers with an 
A-line silhouette. Giving the impression that the back looks 
similar. Back, On the back we have a completely different 
silhouette and colour/material composition. The inside of 
the fabric is showing and lines of loops occurs. Emphasized 
by the contrasting zipper on the back of the yellow body. 

In movement the different textures are showing. Areas with tra-
ditionall 4 colour jacquard are regid and dense in contrast to 
the	drape	inhibiet	by	the	floated	areas.	Where	the	loops	are	pla-
ced with 10 loops of distance. This creates a heavy drape look, 
that is not usually seen in knitted structures or knitwear.  
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Final	piece	placed	flat	on	a	table.

Fig. 94 Process picture Fig. 95 Process picture Fig. 96 Process picture

Fig. 97 Process picture Fig. 98 Process picture Fig. 99 Trousers final piece, steamed and belt stitched.
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This T-shirt look is based on a un-woven 
version made earlier in this design pro-
gram. Where the construction of a t-shirt 
was put on a piece of fabric to later be 
the only intact area of the fabric with 
all other being dissolved or unwoven. The 
idea	to	make	this	in	knit	to	find	out	what	
could happen with areas of pause and acti-

vity in knit occurred and programming be-
gan. Working with programming such as this 
is quite complex and a number of factors 
need to be dealt with. Such as the tilt of 
the shoulder line, how to create a good 
enough neckline and so on. The piece was 
first	 produced	 in	 acrylic	 yarn	 and	 later	
final	was	made	in	nm	20	wool.	

3D KNIT / T-SHIRT
A space within a space. Depending on eachother objects ineract.
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Fig. 100 Illustration of T-shirt Fig. 101 Digital Programming of T-shirt piece.



After a serie of unexpected and unexpected machine jams 
this paused t-shirt was produced. 
The	constrast	between	the	knitted	(active)	and	floated	
(paused) areas are succefull! The knitted areas is ste-
ering the shape whilst a soft drape is crested in the 
floated	areas.		

In	this	version	the	floats	are	knitting	on	the	back	of	
the needle bed every tenth needle which creates subtle 
line or hint or a line. 
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PRECISION OF DETAILS
Fig.104,	on	the	shoulder	a	knitted	line	is	left	in	the	floated	
area, to leave a hint of what could have been.
Fig.105-106, close up on the tartan pattern, or bold stripes? 
When is tartan? Where is the division of tartan and stripe?
Fig.107 Observation of the yellow hemline, the start of the knit.

Fig. 102 Knitted piece fitted on Fig. 103 Knitted piece fitted on body, with arm out.

Fig. 104 Fig. 105

Fig. 106 Fig. 107



Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

3D KNIT / T-SHIRT V.2 BOILED
A space within a space. Depending on eachother objects ineract.

Programming of the T-shirt v.2 Boiled piece. This piece is programmed in 
the same exact way a the previous piece. The difference lies in how the 
material is treated when it comes out of the machine, with only the slight 
difference that this piece was produced with a slightly more loose loop.
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ID:

Fig.108 Programming of the T-shirt.



T-shirt	piece	on	first	fitting	session.	Together	with	white	
bodystocking and swimsuit. The outcome is somewhat sporty, 
something that was later put in great focus.  

Later, styled with technical sportswear to achive contrast.  
Here found in this trashbag-blue material of the windbreaker 
tracksuit. 
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In this example, the tartan pattern is further developed avoi-
ding the stripe outcome in the previous example. In this second 
version of the t-shirt focus was on material manipulation. In 
order to created a greater effect the t-shirt was knitted slight-
ly looser than the previous to later have more possibility to 
shrink. 

After	washing	the	piece	in	30C,	fine-washing	program	the	piece	was	put	
into the tumble-dryer to shrink. This could of course be done in the 
washing machine, although when the machine is up and running there is 
no possibility to alter or shorten the program and process. To be in 
control of the shrinking process the tumble dryer was chosen, there 
one can simply open the door and follow the process. ever 5 minute. 
Yet another way would be to wash the piece by hand and control the 
felting	process	in	that	way,	on	first	hand.
The problem with 
handwashing is to reach 
an even result. You can 
not spend more time at 
one are, if you do it 
will show a greater  
shrink-effect extra 
visible in the 
geometric tartan pattern.
Fig.112-113 evaluating 
shrink.

Fig. 109 Process picture on mannequ- Fig. 110 Process picture on mannequ- Fig. 111 Process picture on mannequ-

Fig.112 Measurering felted piece. Fig. 113 Measuring felted piece.

Fig. 114 Piece fitted on body, front.

Fig. 117Final styling, front.

Fig. 115 Piece fitted on body, side.

Fig. 118 Final styling, side.

Fig. 116 Piece fitted on body, back.

Fig. 119 Final styling, back.



4D KNIT / JACKET
A space within a space. Depending on eachother objects ineract.

Revealing hidden dimension in the format of textile, pouring 3d from within. This 
is the idea of the jacket that is pouring out of its own material. As if a jacket 
could  emerge from a material, as venus in the shell. The programming of this idea 
is made in two parts or sides. Here the right side of the jacket is displayed. 
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Fig. 120 Programming of 4d knitted Jacket.



Fig.121,	 first	 raw	 sketch	 to	 illustrate	
the idea. Revealing hidden dimension in 
the format of textile, pouring 3d from 
within step in to the fourth dimension. 
Could this even be done?
Fig.122, to create a dimensional outcome 
similar to the sketch I had to divide the 
piece and knit one side at a time. Star-
ting with the right side of the jacket 
this	was	one	of	the	first	attempts	on	the	
shape. 

Fig.123	The	very	first	irl	knitted	proto-
type. This turned out to be much too long 
and some reprogramming was made. 

Fig.124
Second prototype the form was better, still 
first	time	evaluated	on	a	form.	

Fig.125
First	fitting	of	the	prototype	on	body.	The	
shape is getting there, although the shoul-
der possesses to much material and folds. 
Around the hand the material is to less, 
with the hand having no space whatsoever. 

Early test are made in 100% Acrylic, which 
also affects the form since the is no pos-
sibility to form the material after its 
been knitted. With wool the possibility to 
steam and shrink is helping the form to 
function on the body.
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Fig.121 First 4d sketch.

Fig.122 First attempt on the 4d Programming of a Jacket.

Fig.123 Piece out of the machine.

Fig.124 First protoype on mannequin. Fig.125 First protoype on body.
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Fig.126 Final programing of the shape.

Fig.129 Photo of pattern incorporation. Fig.130 Photo of selected pattern. Difference of knit and floats.

Fig.127 Third protoype on mannequin. Fig.128 Third protoype on  new mannequin. Fig.131 Final piece on body and wall. Fig.132 Final piece on body and wall. Fig.133 Final piece on body of wall.

Fig.126 the programming is developed. Here 
the angle of the shoulder is not as steep and 
since, not creating as much folds against the body. 

When the programming and shape was working, the idea of pattern was 
brought	in.	In	Fig.129	a	floral	pattern	was	drawn	upon	the	sketch	to	
interfere with with the impression. This created a interesting im-
pression on further interrupt with what we think we see. Developed 
this pattern was decided to be tartan. With the function to be recog-
nized, and tell the story of garment. Pattern was then programmed and 
tested	for	the	final	piece	to	be	produced.	
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4D KNIT / JACKET / SECOND VERSION
A space within a space. Depending on eachother objects ineract.

Method: .....................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

4D KNIT

07

 MIX OF WOOL NM/20 AND   
 MOHAIR NM/4

4COLOUR JACQUARD BIRDSEYE BACKSIDE

CSM 822 HP  7gauge
 

STOLL M1 PLUS SOFTWARE

ID:

Revealing hidden dimension in the format of textile, pouring 3d from within. This is 
the idea of the jacket that is pouring out of its own material. As if a jacket could  
emerge from a material, as venus in the shell. The programming of this idea is made 
in two parts or sides. Here the right side of the jacket is displayed. This idea is, 
as the text and programming indicates, based on the previous jacket now made in a 
different material mix of mohair and wool and obscured by a diagonal check pattern. 

Fig.134 Programming of the 4d knit / jacket / second version Right side Fig.135 Programming of the 4d knit / jacket / second version Left side
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Since the aim with this jacket is to have a 
functioning garment on the body a back-piece 
is stitched on. If the result was to be presen-
ted only of body this would not be necessary.  
As a contrasting element the start in the 
machine is left. This underlines the movement 
and states the form of the frame.
In	fig.129	the	contrast	in	materials	is	pre-
sented	through	the	floats.	

Right and left side from the machine. Ready 
to be mounted on the body.  

To	further	push	the	influence	of	the	pattern	on	
the shape the pattern was manipulated. As seen in 
Fig.139 the original version of this pattern is 
geometrical. However the result here is not, see 
fig.	129.	Where	the	colours	mixes	the	thread	is	
knitting with double amount of loops, creating a 
bulge in the pattern. Fig.144.

The idea was to make another 
version of the tartan jacket 
made before. To add another 
structe and material test with 
fine	italian	mohair	was	made.	
The	strcuted	was	soft	and	flo-
ats turned out beautiful in 
this new material, knitted 
togheter with wool the con-
trast was enhanced. 

Fig.136 Photoshop sketch on 
pattern and rapport size, fur-
ther development of colours 
see line up sketches on p.66

Fig.136 Early sketch

Fig.137 Final pieceRight side. Fig.138 Final piece Left side. 

Fig.139 Programming of check pattern. Fig.140 Programming close up.

Fig.141 Final piece on body, Front Fig.142 Final piece on body, side.

Fig.143 Final piece on body, back. Fig.44 Final piece, close up.



Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

4D KNIT

04

WOOL NM/20 6THREADS 

4D KNIT / KNITTED SPACE 
A space within a space. Depending on eachother objects ineract.

Pause and Activity in a knitted material, releasing the hidden dimen-
sions through interacting with body. To test the dimensions of cloth 
becoming 3d on body, with body creating a greater space through this 
interaction. The idea for this piece was to distort the impression of a 
knitted jumper, to invite the idea of a jumper into the fourth dimension.
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ID:

4COLOUR JACQUARD BIRDSEYE BACKSIDE

CSM 822 HP  7gauge
 

STOLL M1 PLUS SOFTWARE

Fig.145 Digital programming of the Knitted space.
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Fig.147 First version of Knitted space.

Fig.148 Programming of the Knitted space.

Fig.146 First digital programming of the Knitted space.

Fig.149 First version of Knitted Space on body.

To distort the idea of the knitted jumper a 
square of check-patterned knit was placed 
in the centre, with a big frame who capsu-
les the idea and make a 4d space. 

In	Fig.	147	the	first	version	of	the	knitted	space	is	tried	out	on	a	body.	
To	find	new	ways	and	approaches	to	the	idea	the	piece	was	draped	on	a	
playful manner on the body.

Fig.146 the programming of the piece is displayed, to connect the cen-
tered square with the frame a line of two loops placed. On every knitted 
row these two loops jumps one step towards the centre, creating a perfect 
line. On the body this line refers to the a-line silhouette, presented 
clearly on Fig.134 when the model is interacting with the piece. In this 
photo it is also evident that tha front is way to long for the model to 
walk or movet freely.

Fig.148	 The	 piece	 just	 out	 of	 the	 machine,	 the	 floats	 are	 not	 yet	
released or unravelled. 
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Fig.150 Drawing on alterations.

Fig.151 Final programming of the Knitted space.

Fig.152 Knitted Space on body, front.

Fig.154 Knitted space, in movement.

Fig.153 Knitted space on body, back.

Fig.155 Knitted space, in movement.

To adjust the length of the piece the programming 
and angled lines needed to be altered. 

The	diagonal	line	is	not	more	flat	in	its	tilt,	not	
as steep as before. To further show of the line the 
final	line	is	four	loops	wide	instead	of	2.	

In	Fig.152-155	the	final	pie-
ce is tested on the body and 
in movement. The shortening 
was an successful develop-
ment and the modell moves 
much more free in this ver-
sion. 

Fig.152-155 To create a con-
trast and add freshness to 
this look it was chosen to 
style this  piece with a 
blue undergarment. In the-
se pictures blue fabric is 
draped to test colour and 
shape. 

Later, the construction of 
the under garment is made 
similar to the dimensions 
of the knitted piece. Ha-
ving the stitched garment as 
an interlining stating the 
difference of dimensiona-
lity possessed by the wo-
ven fabric and the digital-
ly programmed knitted piece 
made under presmisses of 
this project. 

It was also tested to have 
fitted	 garment	 underneath,	
to show the body presence 
and actual skin. See line up 
development.



Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

2D KNIT

XX

WOOL NM/20

SINGLE JERSEY 

SILVER REED / 7GAUGE

MANUALLY /
STOLL M1 PLUS 

PROGRAMMING

2D KNIT / T-SHIRT, NOT PART OF THE FINAL RESULT 
Defined	by	Activity

The invention and idea for this investigation was to reveal the hidden dimension in 
knitted garments, through the play of garment recognition. By placing paused loops in  
specific	places	surtain	garment	details	or	silhouettes	occurs.

In	this	first	example,	the	method	of	2d	knit	is	revealing	the	T-shirt	form.	This	method	
is an applied development of the overall approach to knit founded in this  project. By 
manipulating the software Stoll M1 Plus Shape this idea is possible to program digitally 
in a ”Whole garment” manner, by so possible to produce in a greater scale.

Prototypes,
Fig. 157 knitted by hand on the silver reed knitting machine, since the idea is also easy 
to translate into manual programming. Fig.145 First version on the industrial machine. 
The time on the industrial machine was limited and this piece was not developed further.
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Fig.156 Digital Programming, overview. Fig.157 T-shirt fitted on body, side. Fig.158 T-shirt fitted on body, front.

ID:



Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

2D KNIT / TROUSERS NOT PART OF THE FINAL RESULT 
Defined	by	Activity

Based on the previous presented example these Trousers was made. In The method of 2d 
knit is revealing the A-line Trouser form. 
This method is an applied development of the overall approach to knit founded in this  
project. By manipulating the software Stoll M1 plus shape this idea is possible to 
program digitally in a ’Whole garment’ manner, and by so possible to produce in a 
greater scale.
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Fig.159 2d knit  Trousers Fig.160 2d knit /  Trousers 

ID:

2D KNIT

WOOL NM/20

06

SINGLE JERSEY 

SILVER REED / 7GAUGE

MANUALLY



2D KNIT / TARTAN SHORTS 
Defined	by	Activity
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Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

2D KNIT

03

WOOL 

SINGLE BED JERSEY 

SILVER REED / 7GAUGE

MANUALLY

After working with the manipulation of the tartan material in 3D Knit / T-shirt 
v.2 Boiled the idea of distorting the pattern occurred. By inviting the under lay-
er to help with building the pattern the layering technique was developed. Knitted 
on the silver reed machine the material was later boiled, which created a chunky 
float	in	contrast	to	the	drapy	and	flowy	floats	commonly	seen	in	other	materials	in	
this project. 

The recipe for this material: 
30 knitting needles followed by 30 paused needles, repeated on 180 needles.
Every seventh centimeter a half lap was knitted with one yellow thread, replacing 
the two black threads.  

Fig.161 Knitted space, in movement.

ID:
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Fig.162 Knitted Tartan Shorts

Fig.163 Knitted tartan shorts, with knitted t-shirt piece. 

Fig.164 Knitted Tartan shorts, with yellow t-shirt and cycling shorts.

Fig.165 Without tights and altered T-shirt. 

The original idea for this construction was to make a full 
knitted look with the Boiled T-shirt, Fig 152. When evalua-
ting the look the knitted tendency to stuff the impression 
exceeded the value of having the two pieces presented to-
gether. Instead of complementing each other the pieces evened  
eachother out. 

To	find	the	best	presentation	for	this	look	the	fitting	ses-
sions was crucial. As in general in this project the strong 
knitted concepts needs to be tested and styled over and over 
again	to	find	the	right	balance	in	each	look,	and	later	in	the	
overall collection. 

Fig.164
To add contrast a pair of bicycle shorts was placed underne-
ath	being	visible	in	the	floated	areas	and	on	the	inside	of	
the leg while walking.

Fig.165
Final version, styled with v-neck t-shirt and paused jacket.



Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:.....................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

2D INTO 3D

05

MERCERIZED COTTON 4 THREADS

DOUBLE BED JERSEY FULL RIBB

MAKING 2D 3D / NET PIECE
Pouring out, continioung elsevere. Intarsia. 

This idea emerged from the method of making 2d into 3d, with the aim to a make a 
dimensional	experience	based	on	a	flat	pattern.	
Starting	with	the	base	of	a	tartan	first	experiments	revolved	around	dividing	the	
pattern into layers to later be placed in different setting of a room or selected 
space,	fig.157	on	following	page.	Next	step	was	to	make	the	layers	textile,	trying	
to keep the dimensionality also on body. 
Final stage was to translate the idea into knit. Where the play of layering was 
further	developed	with	on	layer	acting	as	outline	(Fig.166)	and	one	as	the	filling	
(Fig.167) of the tartan pattern.
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Fig.166 Digital Programming, outline. Fig.167 Digital Programming, check.

ID:

CSM 822 HP  7gauge
 

STOLL M1 PLUS SOFTWARE



First tests on the transformation of 2d becomming 3d.

In this early experiment the dimensionality was studied 
thoroughly. What was found was that the stitched piece was 
highly 3d of body, whilst on body it became 2d again. How 
to prevent this?

To prevent the relapse of 3d moving back to 2d when interacting with 
the body the net-piece was developed into 2 layers. With one layer 
holding	the	outline	and	the	other	holding	the	filling	form.	

When it interacts on body the play on distance between the layers 
make the piece three dimensional in multiple perspectives. Still it 
is possible to hint the 2d origin.
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Fig.168  Tartan base.

Fig.158 Stitched Net-piece. Fig.159 Net-piece on body front. Fig.160 Net-piece on body side.

Fig.170 In production.

Fig.169 First test, tejped space.
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Fig. 171-172
When producing this piece on the Industrial knitting machine the threads got easily tangled, 
therefore a twinging treatment was initiated to prevent breaks and maschine jams. It was also 
needed to keep the yarn damped at all time. This was to keep it from breaking, so the yarns 
cones was continuously throughout the production sprayed with water.

Fig.173-176
The aim for this piece is to create a dimensional conversation where a 2d structure unfolds 
to 3d interacting piece. This indicates that multiple dimension are involved and presented. 
Stating	the	versatile	result	a	serie	short	film	documentations	was	made,	where	the	wearer	
interact with the piece. This was the body of information on which analyses was made, a way 
to	figure	out	in	what	way	the	dimensionality	is	best	presented	and	discussed.	How	the	concept	
is best presented. 

Fig.171 Twinning machine. Fig.173-176 Prototype on body.

Fig.172 Setting of twinning machine.
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Fig.177 Photoshop drawing on colour 

Fig.179 Colour development, petrol.

Fig.178 Photoshop drawing on colour 

Fig.180  Colour development, black.

Fig.181 Net piece with white bodystocking

Fig.182 Net piece with black scuba suit.

Fig.183 Net piece with contrasting under layer.

Fig. 177-178
Another way of discussing 
the presentation of the 
concept is to alter and co-
lours. Would it be strong-
er and show the idea in a 
clearer way with inverted 
colours?

Fig.179-180
To test this a new version 
was made. The shape is si-
milar, but shorter to avoid 
it being to heavy now in 
darker shades. To increase 
the dimensionality aspect 
the top layer is dyed in a 
dark petrol grey/turquoise 
and the bottom layer in so-
lid black. 

Fig.181-183
Selection	from	fittings	whe-
re the underlayer is tested 
to	find	balance	in	terms	of	
texture,	colour	and	fit.	



Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

2D INTO 3D

06

WOOL 

SINGLE JERSEY

HANDKNITTED 

MANUALLY

MAKING 2D INTO 3D / FALLIN FLOWER NOT PART OF THE FINAL RESULT
Pouring out, continioung elsevere. Intarsia. 
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Fig.184 Digittal Programming.

ID:

The idea of this example is based on the 2D INTO 3D concept. Where 
the Intarsia technique is researched to reveal hidden dimensions. 
The result was found through a separation of loops in the meeting 
of motif and base, where Intarsia is in action. As seen on the ID 
picture the developed technique is based on the action that the mo-
tif or part of a pattern/surface falls out of the material revealing 
the hidden construction (threads). This idea is developed both by 
hand and in the industrial knitting machine, Fig.184 programming.  



First tryouts was on playing with the idea of 
separating the motif and the knitted base-area. 
This made the 2d pattern 3d, as seen in Fig.186 
where some  is falling out of the knitted sur-
face. Later this idea was developed further to 
also work on the industrial machine, as seen on 
previous page. 

Developed	hand	knitted	piece	with	falling	flower.

In the collection of examples and prototypes this 
piece differed from the others both in terms of tech-
nique as well as in material and expression. The 
flower	does	not	have	the	same	idiom	and	expression	as	
the rest of the collection. Due to the imbalance this 
example	provided	it	was	not	present	in	the	final	line	
up.

For development,
Although the hand knitted surface holds well needed con-
trast in the collection, in terms of structure and mate-
rial as well as the approach to the technique of knitting, 
the	flower	form	is	disturbing	the	general	expression.	To	
make	the	concept	fit	the	collection	a	Harlequin	(Fig.190)	
form could support the idea in a clearer way.
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Fig.185 Test of falling flower.

Fig.178

Fig.187 Knitted wool piece. Fig.188 Knitted wool piece.

Fig.189 On body.

Fig.190

Fig.186 Test of falling flower.



Method: ......................
 
Look: ........................

Material/Yarn:................

Binding:......................

Machine:......................

Programmed in:................

2D INTO 3D

10

FULL RIBB, DOUBLE BED
INLAY WEAVE

SILVER REED / 7GAUGE

MANUALLY

MATERIAL SCAN + DRAWING

MAKING 2D INTO 3D / FALL OUT DRESS
Pouring out, continioung elsevere.  

The invention of this idea was to disturb what you think you know. Starting with a 2d  
photo of a well known silhuette the look developed into 3d through the applied techni-
qe. Aiming to make the viewer question their perspective and the information provided 
by	a	flat	photography	or	screen.	First	impression	of	this	look	is	the	basic	block	dress.	
However, when viewed from a slightly different angle another truth is presented. 

This is the ’fall out dress’. Similar to the jackets made earlier, this is a garment 
falling out of its material. The difference here is that the fall is not complete, this 
dress is still connected by the hemline to its base and material. In that sense it is 
rather an unfold or telescope action that is happening.

To make it possible for the dress to rest on a body while the frame is on the ground 
the	floats	needed	to	be	developed.	Floats	are	now	programmed	in	a	wedge	instead	of	the	
previous	examples	where	floats	where	static	in	their	form	with	40cm	of	floats	all	way	
around the shape. 
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Fig. 191 Wedge floats. Fig.192 Digital programming on wedge floats

ID:

 MIX OF WOOL NM/20 AND   
 MOHAIR NM/4



Fig.193 
The origin of the idea emerged from the attraction of sur-
prise moments. When you as a viewer discover new dimensions 
or hiddens qualities in a object. To play with depth and 
perception is a fruitful approach when the aim is to expand 
around the known. 

Fig.194 
From the side the story is totally changed, as well as the 
form and function of the piece. 
From the very beginning of this process thoughts about mul-
tiple results and ways of presenting and interacting with 
fashion have been in focus. This example holds all the aimed 
for qualities.

Fig.195
First versions of the prototype did not take the knit tech-
nique into consideration, so as for means of communication 
this	illustration	of	floats	and	gradience	was	made.	On	which	
the knitted material and construction was based upon. 

Fig.196-197
To create a knitted material with the possibility to hold the shape 
and not follow the wearer’s body too much an inlay thread was used. 
This creates stiff structure and aids the knit to hold its shape. 
The technique also creates beautiful moiré effect and depth in co-
lour saturation.
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Fig.193 Early test, front Fig.194 Early test, side.

Fig.195 Illustration on the idea with floats.

Fig.196 Knitting with inlay. Fig.197 Knitting with inlay, close-up.
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Fig.205 Finished piece on body.

Fig.205b Finished piece on body, in movement.

Fig.201 Colour sketch Fig.202 Colour sketch Fig.203 First version.

Fig. 198
Full scale toile was made, on which the mea-
surements and calculation of the knitted shape 
was made, analog programming calculation.

Fig. 201-202
Sketches on how the colour gradient and con-
trasting	floats.

Fig. 203
First version of the dress, with a tennis col-
lar. 

Fig. 204
Final version with the top mimicking the t-shirt 
shape in earlier looks. White backing dress 
with hood and zipper in front. 

Fig.205
Fall out dress in movement.

Fig. 199-200 
Photo of the assembling. If this look were to be made on the digital in-
dustrial machine it would be made in 3 pieces, now on the hand knitting 
machine the process is easily interrupted by yarn breaks for example. 
Which leads to more pieces that needs to be assembled.  

Fig.198 toile, full scale.

Fig.199, process of assembling. Fig.200 process of assembling.



Fig. 206 Process of adding floats by hand with a knitting needle.

Fig. 207 Floats in place, viewed from back.

Fig. 208 Floats in place, view from front.
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TARTAN DEVELOPMENT

Overview of tartan development. Fig.191 Starting out with the most basic recognition  
of the pattern, on the verge of being stripe and not tartan. Later developed with 
more and more tartan-properties, vertical and horizontal lines, Fig.211. 

To further stress the geometrical aesthetic in to the knit a diagonal check-pattern 
was	introduced,	fig.210,	similar	to	Harlequin	pattern.	As	seen	in	Fig.212	the	felting	
technique had great impact on the pattern composition, which created yet another 
version of the Tartan compared to Fig.211.
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Fig209 Tartan Pattern. 4colour Jacquard, produced on the CSM 822 HP Machine. Fig.210 Harlequin/Diagonal check pattern.

Fig.213 Illustration on pause and activity, worn on a body as a 
Jacket falling out of fabric. 

Fig.211 Developed Tartan. Fig.212 Developed Tartan, felting treatmeant.



Development of diagonal pattern was 
made in different versions, with 
wool and mohair. Felted and its 
original form. 

By playing with the digital 
programming the pattern was manipu-
lated to knit with doubled material 
in the mixed areas visible in the 
pattern where a bulge is showing in 
the	mixed	areas.	Displayed	in	fig.	
214 and Fig.216.

Fig.217 showing programming over-
view.
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TARTAN DEVELOPMENT

Fig.214 Photoshop sketch on colour developments of the tartan pattern. 

Fig.215 Tartan piece knitted in White Mohair / Wool blend. 
Produced on the CSM 822 HP.

Fig.216 Tartan piece knitted in Peach Mohair / Wool blend. 
Produced on the CSM 822 HP.

Fig.217 Programming of tartan in Stoll M1 plus software.  



TARTAN DEVELOPMENT	Material	Development	and	definitions

In ’2d into 3d’ group the Tartan pattern was 
tried out in a variety of construction methods, 
materials, colours and compositions. 

To	expand	on	the	definition	and	to	push	the	ex-
pression these tests were crucial for the deve-
lopment of the pieces. 

This was a process of hands on trial and error, 
knowing through making. 
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Fig.218 Yellow blend of Mohair and Acryl Fig.219 Merceried Cotton

Fig.220 Tangled net made by and on the machine. Fig.221 Tangled net made by and on the machine. Fig.222 Felted net piece knitted in wool.



TARTAN DEVELOPMENT & PATTERN PALETTE

In the programming of the Tartan pattern different 
versions of the pattern was tried out. Some more 
busy than others and some more traditional in their 
aesthetic. 
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Fig.223-33 Programmed Tartan Pattern 

Fig.234 Illustration of the 3d Knit T-shirt 

The Tartan pattern is frequently used in fashion collec-
tions, particularly popular during the 70’s punk era in the 
United Kingdom. Due to its strong recognition quality this 
pattern can be used and picked apart in various ways and 
still be read as Tartan. The Tartan pattern has a strong 
cultural origin from the Scottish clan culture (MacDo-
nald,2013) and in this project the evolution of the Tartan 
is	purely	based	on	what	most	beneficial	for	the	actual	col-
lection and not historically.



LINE UP, THE MAKING OF A COLLECTION

BASED ON DESIGN PROGRAM, 1ST SEMINAR

TO OPEN UP THE PALETTE

Early on in this project a suggestion of line up was de-
veloped. To work in high speed and with various ideas and 
approaches was necessary for the development to happen 
overtime and to let the lineup grow and move forward as 
a unit. Some of the early silhouettes are not kept in the 
end, however they were based on the frame of this project 
influenced	the	overall	perspective	and	making	of	the	deve-
loped pieces.

In this segment the making of a collection is documented 
and discussed. 
To continuously photograph and place the pieces into a line 
up was an effective way to create balance, deal with colour 
and materials and the overall compositions. 

This is also where the complementing technical sportswear 
is developed and documented. 
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PRE 2ND SEMINAR

Looking	 around	 in	 the	 field	 of	
knitting, what is the common way 
of making looks? Layering of knit-
ted structures. Adding layers and 
structures .

Playing with colours overlapping 
as stripes.Inviting contrasting 
materials.

5

2ND SEMINAR
Peach-takeover. Softer colour-im-
pression. Soft gradient of colours 
moving from peach to black. 
Contrasting yellow highlights.
Inserting freshness with colours.

POST 2ND SEMINAR
Back to black and white, with peach 
as accent colour. White undergar-
ment, fresh? sporty?
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LINE UP, BASED ON FITTING. 
SUGGESTION.
Sporty materials tried out to add 
contrast in colour and material.

LINE UP, 
IF FITTING WAS FINAL

POST FITTING, INFUSED CO-
LOURS
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POST FITTING, SELECTED FOCUS
This was the selected focus, from 
the review with supervisors. To 
add on materials and colours.



ADDING COLOUR AND CONTRASTING 
MATERIALS

DEVELOPING THE COLOUR STORY
with contrasting materials. Through 
styling knit with sportswear the 
thought was to clash the two aest-
hetics. 

COMPLEMENTING GARMENTS 
COLLECTION

67

To increase contrast and push the 
expression to the unknown highly 
saturated colours was introduced 
into the line up. 

Different shades and surfaces was 
mixed and matched using both pho-
toshop and IRL draping. Selected 
pieces was produced and tested, 
some worked and some did not. Due 
to the fact that you need to expe-
rience the whole collection before 
you know what works and not.  To 
infrom yourself before you can take 
final	decisions.

Contrasting sportswear made to add 
contrast and details.



FINAL SEMINAR 

SUGGESTED 
DEVELOPMENT 

EXAMINATION

68

Comments on the clash of 
Knit and Sportswear. 

*Increase the clash.

*Decide who should be  
the main in each look.

*Have some less busy or 
more busy to increase the 
drama and dynamics in the 
collection.



10. RESULT

This is the result of a thorough knit investigation. The study have focused on 
the  relation between body and space through the dimensional possibilities 
of knit. The outcome is multifaceted, still the main presentation form is on 
body as a fashion collection. 
    
This final line-up was selected to present the depth and complexity of the 
work, as well as to present a balanced composition on pattern, colours and 
structures. 
Some pieces are more abstract versions on what and how garments could 
look like, while others are more easily read as garments. 
In the collection the balance between abstract and applied is dealt with. With 
the technical sportswear supporting the knitted pieces to be seen as wearable 
suggestions of what a garment could be. The clash of contexts also adds to 
the fashion field in general, due to its originality and boldness in terms of 
colours and materials. 

Presenting more applied versions of garment side by side with abstract and 
more artistic pieces, to further stress and argue for the depth and potential 
of the study. 

The decision to put this knit investigation into fashion context styled with 
technical garments and materials turned out successful. With the presented 
result arguing for new possibilities in the knitted technique as well as new 
expressions, function and structures in sportswear.  This body of work is 
providing new information and experiences for both fields. 

For example the contrasting elastics and trimmings brought in by the 
sportswear adds valuable garment-recognition and detailing helping the 
viewer to place the knits as garments and not only artistic knitted pieces 
with no function on the body.
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Look: .....................
 
Method: ...................

Material/Yarn:..............WOOL + SOFT SHELL POLYESTER

01 - LAYERED T-SHIRT

3D KNIT

11.1 PRESENTATION ON BODY
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Look: .....................
 
Method: ...................

Material/Yarn:..............

3D KNIT

02 - FLOAT TROUSERS

WOOL + POLAMID



Look: .....................
 
Method: ...................

Material/Yarn:..............

3D KNIT

03 - SHOWER SWEATER

WOOL + LINNEN + POLYAMID 
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Look: .....................
 
Method: ...................

Material/Yarn:..............

4D KNIT

04 - DIAGONAL SUIT

WOOL + MOHAIR + POLYESTER
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Look: .....................
 
Method: ...................

Material/Yarn:..............

4D KNIT

WOOL + POLYAMID

05 - KNITTED SPACE
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Look: .....................
 
Method: ...................

Material/Yarn:..............MERCICED COTTON + POLYESTER

2D INTO 3D

06 - NET SPACE



Look: .....................
 
Method: ...................

Material/Yarn:..............

4D KNIT

07 - TARTAN SUIT

WOOL + VISCOSE
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Look: .....................
 
Method: ...................

Material/Yarn:..............

3D KNIT

WOOL + POLYESTER 

08 - T-SHIRT V.2 BOILED
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Look:.....................
 
Method:...................

Material/Yarn:..............WOOL + MOHAIR + POLYESTER 

MAKING 2D INTO 3D

09 - FALL OUT DRESS
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11.2 ALTERNATIVE PRESENTATION
 OF BODY / SPATIAL PRESENTATION

KNITTED SPACE
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MAKING 2D INTO 3D / FALL OUT DRESS
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4D JACKET
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2D-3D NET



12. DISCUSSION  

The initial idea for this project was to reveal the hidden dimensions in fashion, 
to increase the worth and value of fashion. To expand the experience of a fa-
shion-collection and make space for a deep impression. An experience where 
more than one result or dimension is debated. 
To make material and form in one movement is central in this work, that the 
active thread is at all time in focus. The simple play between activity and pause 
of loops lead to unknown and unseen outcomes. For example the technical de-
velopments on floats. In look 10 the fall-out dress where the floats are program-
med to create a wedge between fabric / frame and garment / dress. 

Another important aspect when initiating this work was to question our tool for 
judging. To awaken the need of experience this study aimed to imply some kind 
of surprise effect in each look, that it is not possible to understand the full com-
plexity from only one picture or perspective (2d). For example in Look 2, the 
trousers, where the back reveals a completely different look from when viewed 
from the front. 

In contrast to this surprise effect it has been debated whether to present this 
collection of knitted studies with other kinds of fashion or not. That the effect of 
garment recognition could further state the value of studies such as this one. By 
trial and error process, see appendix Fitting 1-5, it was decided to present this 
collection together with technical sportswear. In juxtaposition to the somewhat 
heavy knits the technical fabrics and fits provided a well needed freshness and 
contrast to the entity. 

The body of thesis revolves around the knitted study, however it is of great im-
portance to present where you see your work later on. Where you see potential 
and value also outside of the chosen field of interest.  

The worth of presenting more than one result has been central in this project. 
To present a dimensional study from the knitted perspective within a fashion 
context has been the goal from the very beginning, however it could be discus-
sed how this could be done in the best way.  
In the result section all pieces is presented first, on the body together with tech-
nical sportswear on body later followed by documentation of each piece of body. 

In Fig.235 the jacket piece is presented in a art exhibition, successfully. 
The result now, a still life without the body present, still the piece posses bo-
dy-qualities and by so presenting the act of wearing a jacket as well as a jacket 
pouring out of its material. 
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Fig.235 Knitted Jacket 
presented of body. 
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16. APPENDIX,  PICTURES FROM STYLING WORKSHOPS
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